
 

Review of current evidence suggests both
interior and coastal routes viable path for
first migrations into North America

August 9 2018, by Bob Yirka

  
 

  

Excavation of early site in Beringia. Credit: Ben A. Potter

A team of researchers with members from the U.S., Canada, Australia
and Germany has found after studying available evidence that both
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interior and coastal routes were viable pathways for the first human
migrations into North America. In their paper published in the journal 
Science Advances, the researchers describe their analyses of current data
and their interpretations of it.

The debate about the route taken by the first humans to migrate into
North America has grown louder in recent years. Some researchers have
insisted the first route was via an ice-free inland corridor (IFC), while
others have maintained that it was via a route along the North Pacific
coast (NPC). In this new effort, the researchers sought to shed new light
on the debate by looking at the available evidence for both scenarios.
Their study consisted of collecting all of the available data that provides
evidence of the earliest humans living in North America and then
comparing the two theories.

The researchers have concluded that even though more evidence exists
supporting the IFC as the path of first migration, there is enough
evidence to support the NPC as a viable route as well. They further note
that it is conceivable that both routes were used.

Those supporting the NPC route suggest that the earliest people to move
into North America crossed the land bridge that once connected North
America and what is now Russia after the ice receded at the conclusion
of the last Ice Age. From there they used canoes to make their way down
the coast, perhaps making their way to South America. Those supporting
the IFC theory, on the other hand, suggest that after crossing the land
bridge, the earliest migrants made their way between inland ice sheets
then down through what is now Canada and into what is now the United
States.
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https://phys.org/tags/evidence/
https://phys.org/tags/theory/
https://phys.org/tags/land+bridge/
https://phys.org/tags/land+bridge/


 

  

Locations mentioned in the text. Credit: Potter et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4: eaat5473

The researchers suggest that the available evidence shows that regardless
of the route taken, the earliest migration occurred approximately 16,000
to 14,000 years ago. They further suggest that because of the evidence
for both routes, there is no conflict between the two theories—the first
migrants could have followed either or both routes.
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Northwest North America with archeological sites older than 10,000 calibrated
years before the present (Supplementary Materials) and proposed colonization
routes: IFC and NPC. Credit: Potter et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4: eaat5473

  More information: Ben A. Potter et al. Current evidence allows
multiple models for the peopling of the Americas, Science Advances
(2018). DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.aat5473 

Abstract
Some recent academic and popular literature implies that the problem of
the colonization of the Americas has been largely resolved in favor of
one specific model: a Pacific coastal migration, dependent on high
marine productivity, from the Bering Strait to South America, thousands
of years before Clovis, the earliest widespread cultural manifestation
south of the glacial ice. Speculations on maritime adaptations and
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typological links (stemmed points) across thousands of kilometers have
also been advanced. A review of the current genetic, archeological, and
paleoecological evidence indicates that ancestral Native American
population expansion occurred after 16,000 years ago, consistent with
the archeological record, particularly with the earliest securely dated
sites after ~15,000 years ago. These data are largely consistent with
either an inland (ice-free corridor) or Pacific coastal routes (or both), but
neither can be rejected at present. Systematic archeological and
paleoecological investigations, informed by geomorphology, are required
to test each hypothesis.
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